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AbstrtlCt
Thispaper examines cyber security issues associated with the development of the Internet of Things
(loT) and the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless technology in Nigeria. Internet of Things refers to a
network comprised of physical objects capable of gathering and sharing electronic information
while 5G is the wireless technology developed to speed up this process. The Internet of Things is
becoming part of daily life activities with an unpredictable speed and unintended risks. The
peculiar risks associated with loT includes the possibility of unauthorized hands like cyber
criminals getting hold of items like cars, electronic appliances, power stations and security
systems, amongst others and using them to their advantage and against the people. This study
looked at loT, 5G and their capacities for increased cyber security concerns for Nigeria despite
the advantages. The risk society theory was adopted as the theoretica! orientation for the study.
The study found that the risks associated with loT and 5G as it concerns cyber security are far-
reaching. It is recommended that regulations targeted at mitigating the cyber security issues that
will continue to arise from loT as it evolves should be put in place. Also, the rigidity inherent in
changing or amending laws in Nigeria should be revisited particularly as it concerns loT and
cyber security

Introduction
The Internet of Things (Ion refers to a network comprised of physical objects capable of
gathering and sharing electronic information. The Internet of Things includes a wide
variety of smart devices from industrial machines that transmit data about the production
process to sensors that track information about the human body (Kenton, 2020). These
devices use Internet Protocol (IP), the same protocol that identifies computers over the
web and allows them to communicate with one another. The goal behind the Internet of
Things is to have devices that self-report in real-time, improving efficiency and bringing
important information to the surface more quickly than a system depending on human
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intervention. Again, the desire to have physical objects functioning way beyond hUllWl
capacity informed the development of the lOT teclmology (Kenton, 2020). .

The term Internet of Things is a relatively new concept But the actual idea of connected
devices had been around longer at least since the 1970s. Back then, the idea was often
called embedded internet or pervasive computing. But the actual term, Internet of Things
was coined by Kevin Ashton in 1999 (Foote, 2016). The Internet of Things consists of any
device with an on/off switch connected to the internet. This includes almost anything you
can think of, ranging from phones to power plants •.o the jet engine of an airplane. Medical
devices such as heart monitor implant can transfer data over a network and are m~
of the ever expanding loT family. If it has an off/on switch, then it can theoretically be p8rt
of the system. The loT consists of a gigantic network of internet connected things and
devices.

The connected things and devices require internet speed to effectively and effici~
process information. This has given rise to the development of the fifth generation of
wireless teclmology. Fifth-generation wireless (50) is the latest iteration of cellular
teclmology engineered to greatly increase the speed and responsiveness of wiMlesS
networks. With 50, data transmitted over wireless broadband connections can travelat
multigigabit speeds with potential peak speeds as high as 20 gigabits per ~d(Gbps)
by some estimates. These speeds exceed wire line network speeds and offer latency of 1
millisecond (ms) or lower for uses that require real-time feedback. 50 will also enahJoa
sharp increase in the .amount of data transmitted over wireless systems due to ~
available bandwidth and advanced antenna teclmology (Rouse, 2015). .

,~~-.

From the forgoing, it is clear that fast-tracking of the development of the 50 technology
is centered on enhancing efficiency of the loT technology but this has come with a myq.d
of cyber security concerns for countries. For instance, the volume of cyber-attacks on,tJK.
businesses have increased by over 240%, with loT devlces and file sharing services .~
the most frequently targeted applications (Borgia, 2014). Cyber attacks on loT deviceS'are
booming, as even though more and more people and organizations are purchasing smart
(network-connected and interactive) devices such as routers or DVR security cameras, not
everybody considers ~em;worth protecting. CybercriminaIs however, are seeing~~
more. ~ia1. opportuDi.. ··ties in exploiting such gadpts. They ~ netw~ o~~.~~...••••...,·,,·,2

smart devices to conduct attacks or as proxy for other types of'malicious actions ~";
Mikhali, Yaroslav, Denis & Igor 2017). The paper takes a more detailed look at •• ,
issues as they affect Nigeria. . . .~~
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~"""lIttemet·oftbiDgs
The loT device is;a hardware component that allows the entity (psychical object) to be a
part of the diptal world It is also referred to as a smart thing which can be a home

, appliance, healthcare device, vehicle, building, factory and almost anything networked and
fitted with sensors providing information about the physical environment (e.g.,
temperature, humidity, presence detectors and pollution), actuators (e.g., light switches,
displays,motor-assisted shutters or any other action that a device can perform) and
embedded compUters (Strassmann, 2009). An loT device is capable of communicating
with other loT devices and ICT systems. These devices communicate via different means

f:DfludiqJtbe developing SO technology.

~ loT device classificaticmdepends on size, i.e., small or normal; mobility, i.e., mobile or
fixed; external or internal power source; whether they are connected intermittently or
always-on; automated or non-automated; logical or physical objects; and lastly, whether

., they are IP-enabled objects or non IP objects. The characteristics of loT devices are their
ability toaetUatc aItdIor sense the capability of limiting power/energy, connection to the
physical wOrld; ttltermittent connectivity and mobility (Thoma, Meyer, Sperner, Meissner
&: Braun, 2012). Same must be fast and reliable and provide credible security and..,privacy
Wbile'othersmightnot A number of these devices have physical protection whereas others
are una~ In'ftd,. in' loT environments, devices should be protected against any
threats that c:aa_eel their functionality. However, most loT devices are wlnerable to
. external inct ~. attacks due to their characteristics (Hongsong, Zhongchuan &
'Dongyail, '2th'l)~A typical example of how loT can be manipulated or compromised to
endanger the lives of Users is the story of how the prescriptions of a patient were altered
through a (iOID.promiseof the device he was being attended to with. According to the Indian
Express (2002}tanunderworld Don in a hospital was to undergo a minor surgery. his rival
?~ ah~ tohjre' a computer expert who altered his prescriptions through hacking the
~tal ~tOmputer system. He was administered the altered prescription by an innocent
nUrse: ~.~'in the death of the patient. It is challenging to implement and use a

'~stroJlgs~\liaichanism due to resource constraints in terms of loT computational
':.biIltici,~m~.!f~battery power (Mayer, 2009).
',". ' . - - " - , .•... ': ,-~

.JoT services facilitatfci.' .., integration of loT entities into the Service-Oriented
; •..."'. . (SOA) worl~ Well as service science. An loT service is a transaction

" two parties, the ~vider and service consumer. It causes a prescribed
enat,ling interaction' .. , .'.the physical world by measuring the state of entities or

t •.'··•.':ipitiatiDg actions that will initiate a change to the entities. A service provides a well-
•. c .... and standardized interface offering all necessary functionalities for interacting

. and related processes.
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In no distanttime, every segment of our daily lives·will be centered on loT. InDct, it is
projected that by 2025, there will be an estimated·Yf> IlillioI1 internet connected devices
globally. While most countries are stepping up to the.cyber security challenges thatwiD .
emanate from this, Nigeria appears to be lagging lJeJJiDd. The cyber-security architecture
in the country seems to be extremely vulnerable to attackers, coupled with inadequate laws
and regulations (Strassmann, 2009).

Theoretical Orientation .'
The risk society theory forms the theoretical orientation. for this paper. The risk....-.:y
theory is a critical theory ofmodemization firmly focused on the manner in whichDlOdcm
society organizes in response to risk. It is closely associated with sociologist, UlriokJ.ilcGk.
The coneept of risk soCietywas coined in the 19805 and became popularized in ",-l_
as a consequence of its links in thinking about, wider modernity, in particular the ••••
environmental concerns during the period (Beck, 1992). The theory is premiseI_*
existence of less obvious and frequently unanticipated risks. According to Egbue (20tS),
risk is not the same as catastrophe but the anticipation of the future catastrophe·iIOhe
present As a result, risk leads a dubious, insidious, wouJd..be, fictitious elusive ~.
In this sense, risk is present and absent, existent and DOn-existent, doubtfuland ••. :.
(2005) popularized the concept of manufactured risk. Manufactured risks accoNing~to
him, are man-made risks. They are marked by a high level of human agency involved in
both producing and mitigating such risks. st :

Internet of Things and 50 are technological itmovatiofiS designed to make hUJItID·~
easier, less cumbersome and more efficient But this comes with a cost; the risks. ~
of Things and SGare manufactured or man .•made risks as they continue to raitMi.~
security concerns that affect every segment of the .society, The finaneiat..iDstitutiODs,
hospitals, homes, scbools-andeven religious orpnizations are faced withythe1nevitable
reality of adapting to the usage ofloT devices powered by the very powerful S1h Generation
network. As the risk society theory holds, there are less obvious. and ~
unanticipated risks in; Jnmum actions and even inactions. However, as time prQgreases,
these risks will begintp show up in different ways. The developers of the Inter'netJofl1aiDgs
and 50 technology (expected to give a boost to thelDT and its operations) did not~ly
envisage the nUlllefOussecurity 'eencems associated with their innovatiODS. The _rof
cyber security issues like the shutting down of loT eompliant powerstatious whichOC*ld .
put a whole country in blackouts or the alteration of the functioning of medical machilllJ ..
likely may not have beenentirely envisaged.

The modern society is a risky societyl With technolol,YWIltrolling every part of our,.,
the risks become more and more unavoidable. Mobile phones, footwears, ~."
cars, everything one can think of are now being controlled by the loT technology. With •.

-----_ -_._ _ .._-- .._-_ .._._--_.... .._ ... _ .._._-_ ..._-----
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wry weIk Cyber security architecture, Nigerians are exposed to bigger risks than their
'counterp«l1Bill,COlm1rieswith strong cyber security framework. Whether one is rich or

. ;pc>oris_ paditalady important as far as risks are concerned. Risks abound everywhere
with varyiDg~and magnitude 'Years before the advent ofIoT and the 50 technology,

J • such rilb waeDOt-:visible. IDdaed, Beck envisaged the unending risks in the modem
society especially as man continues to attempt to explore his world further.

Currently, there isa concerted effort by developers to introduce the 50 technology that
\{'promises'what some have refered to as speed of light capacity in data transmission. While
'ldvantageQus,.t.hetochnology will only enhance the activities of fraudsters and further

. ~ *e.cyber securityconcems of people. This is because the speed at which
.' eriRainals:Will-OpcnteovertheiDtemetwill be doubled. With an approximately 75 billion
"'~ devices 'onthe loT technology in 2025, manufactured risks will continue to rise
~(and""_"'" insight
~ ': _;;'1'~ ~ .
·.iThe iisttJGciety tIaeorybas 'been criticized by Conrad (2013) for its inability-to present
,~itlelfas ••••.•. ;~ as Beck never substantiated on whether the world bas
..~~OI'.atliskmorelyimervenes between really existing risks and our response
~'to~ll "

Cyber See_it) aacllDternet of Things in Nigeria
Ndubueze (2017) observes that cyber-related threats are increasingly becoming ubiquitous
'hi •••••• W.Ulge. Makeri (20i7)a~es that prior to the year 2001, the phenomenon
of ~\\l8Snot globally associated with Nigeria. This resonates with the fact that

;il,NigeliI;,we"CIIIDe. into realizwtion of the full potential of the internet right about that
~i1imltljS~&owever, the country bas acquired a world-wide notoriety in .criminal
!.mtieI~'~fiJumcial scams facilitated through the use of the internet.

.~lt1aeaian ~'etiDinals are daily devising new ways of perpetrating this form of crime
:r~Iae.~methods of tracking these criminals are no longer suitable to deal with
•••. '•• ,1rich. The victims as well show increasing naivety and gullibility at the
i -". . by these fraudsters. While the advancement in loT will expose victims~<. atUrdllll;itwiJt most likely open up.new vistas for cyber criminals as they
.~~aploit theloefliolc inloT devices and cyber security regulations in Nigeria.

.,:.;. 1 ~~ ~ '.

Cyber security is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards,
JUidelina,1isk management aPPlO8Ches,actions, training, best practices, assurance and
••••••••••_CIIl_ usect to protect the cyber environment and organization and user's
II8ets (MIIcIri.~.l7).Cyber security strives 10 ensure the attainment and maintenance of

~.'.
--_ .._ __ .. _ _ .
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the security properties of the organization and user's assets against relevant security •••
in the cyber environment,

~.
Without equivocation, loT technology will increase the cyber-security issues in Nipda
for three reasons. One is that the technology is relatively new and hence Will require time
to learn and understand both by users and regulators. The issue of speed in law mafciq
and regulations is another factor. In Nigeria, law making is expected to pass through
several stages, each stage comes with its own unique bottlenecks that delay the final
passage of the law. In some other countries like the USA and UK, law making is swift and
precautionary. However, lawmaking in Nigeria seems to be more reactive thIIIl
precautionary and when it is precautioBary, it sometimes seems to be incomprehensive or
inefficient to tackle the marauding cyber-security issues. This is closely followed by the
lack of finance that is required to invest in cyber-security in the country. Cyber security
involves a lot of high-end calibrations which costs a lot of money to establish an(tmaintaiD'.
It is the responsibility of'both users and government to purohase security features tbatwill
ensure that loT devices .are reasonably safe and secure from attackers. But the reality
remains that Nigerians seem to see no need to invest money in cyber security thereby
leaving their devices open for attack. On .the other hand, government bas been foot-
dragging in making funds available to focus on protectiilgloT devices (Makeri, 20.1'1)."

Evidently, loT devices will become part of eveIYday life 'in Nigeria and' will ~
peculiar cyber security cballenges. There is little beingd8ne to hammer on thiS impendin.&
reality despite its implications for government and individuals in the country. Fmm
possible manipulations of loT devices in the media sector to the possibility of cyber
criminals taking over the control of household loT -enabled devices in the homes, the riakI
associated with loT and cyber security in Nigeria wiD overwhelm the nation ifconcrete
measures are not taken to:mitigate same (Zorzi,Oluhak,Lange & Bassi, 2010)

Conclusion
Unintended consequences are the outcomes of'a purposeful action that are not iateadM.
foreseen as explained by Robert Merton, a popular American Sociologist. While •••.
security concerns have been around for several decades with the invention of thI:
computers andintemet, there is anurgent need to begin to do things differently in Wklitll
cyber criminality due to the 'emerging usefu1DCSS -of.,the internet More precisely, the
Internet of Things and 50 network will have the lives of everyone fmnly controlled by ."
loT technology. The reality is that, as the loT tcchDology continues to emerge, .tho(o..•
little possibility that 811.yone'can avoid using any of the loT devices. In essence, cyber,
security will now affect even-rural dwellers andpoorpcop1e as much as it affects thoBoiB
the cities and the rich.
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Efe(200S) amplified the __ of manufactured risks as mentioned earlier. What this means
is that the society has manufactured· risks for itself though unintended. The advantages of
the advanctmeDt in tcclmology cannot be overemphasized so also can the risks not be
.~ .

• tG-o"_
.'I1tere is a lot tbatcouldbe doae to better mitigate the cyber security challenges associated
with the Ifttemet of Things and the 5G technology.
I. The Nigerian Cyber Security law is Lot comprehensive enough and does not cover

·1he,*","rities of the loT technology. This has to be immediately reviewed by the
~. AgaiD; the long process involved in law making could hamper
.flaaClfVe'daeaSures,tUt could reduce cyber security attacks in the context of loT
tecIJo:d.oay. Criminals are swift and smart, lawmakjng should be swifter and

;'i" .~_tet~·
)2.' ';~*~Deed to see the cyber space as one that must be adequately secured If this

\.: ri.1Jbt6met the loT tccJmology will be counterproductive in Nigeria as the security
~ that will emanate from it will be too disastrous. One can only imagine the
··••••• tbat hacked mcMng cars, home appliances and office equipment will have
·dathe.peopte. TIle government is therefore expected to prioritize funding for
security fOrtification of the cyber space in the country.

'; •3.·: ' '*-nbt:rs ·of the public should take responsibility by also spending money in
. seicariag. theirdevices·1Iecause the cost of salvaging a situation is usually higher

.,the;cost of prcmmting. same. Cyber security issues could be prevented or
•••• i.d·ifpeople ti10w security measures as stipulated on the devices they use.

·4. .'FIiIIy; tis paper is not· exhaustive. There is need for increased studies on the
~impIications ofloT and 5G in developing countries like Nigeria. Doing so
wiIf,lilce'.such eoumrieS on the right pedestal to tackle emerging cyber security

i
~i•• \[••••
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